
Ksix Aura SmartLED ceiling light, 5 W 
built-in speaker, RGBIC+CCT, 49 cm 

diameter, 7.200 lm, 66 W, iLink app, 
White

DESCRIPTION

Bring color to your music with the Ksix Aura SmartLED ceiling light. Thanks to its 
built-in speaker you can listen to your favorite music while illuminating your space. 
Create customized environments thanks to its RGBIC color technology and CCT white 
tones. In addition, with the iLink app you can enjoy the wide variety of features that it 
offers. Discover a new dimension of light and sounds with the Ksix Aura ceiling light.

Bring color to the music

The Ksix Aura LED ceiling light features a 5 W speaker with a clear and surrounding 
sound. By linking it with your cell phone you can play your favorite music from apps 
like Spotify, Apple Music, YouTube, among others. In addition, thanks to the iLink app 
you can configure the ceiling light so that the lighting follows the rhythm of the music 
that is playing.

Millions of vibrant RGBIC colors

Discover the RGBIC technology of the Aura ceiling light and fill your home with vivid 
and vibrant colors. Unlike RGB technology, RGBIC offers infinite combinations of 
colors. In addition, with its 7.200 modular lumens of power, you can illuminate your 
spaces with dazzling brightness and a wide range of colors.

Customized white temperatures

Submerge yourself in the perfect atmosphere with the CCT white shades of the Aura 
ceiling light. From a warm 3.000K to a cool 6.500K, you can adjust the light to suit 
your tastes and needs. Plus, enjoy the brightness control functionality so you can adjust 
the lighting and create custom ambiances in seconds.

Full control with your smartphone

With the iLink app, you will have total control of the ceiling light in your hands. Select 
colors, sync lighting and music, choose from a variety of scene modes, set timers and 
more. It incorporates Bluetooth 4.0, always ensuring a stable connection. In addition, it 
includes a remote control with which you can control the lighting of the ceiling light in 
a more analogue way when you do not have your phone at hand.

Round easily integrable design

The Aura LED ceiling light has a minimalist round design of 49 centimeters in diameter 
and 7,5 centimeters thick. This makes it easy to integrate and adapt to any space and 
style. In addition, thanks to its weight of only 1.200 grams, it is very easy to install. It 
has an IP42 protection rating that makes it resistant to dust and water drops. It offers a 
lifespan of 30.000 hours, so it will be your light source for many years to come.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

Dimensions Ø 49 x 7,5 cm

Connectivity Bluetooth 4.0

Input parameters 170-265 V / 50-60 Hz

Degree of protection IP42

Power 66,4 W

Brightness 7.200 lm
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LED Color RGBIC

Color temperature 3000K - 6500K

Lifetime 30.000 h

APP i-Link

Energy classification F

Speaker 5 W

STRENGTHS
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REF. BXPLAFLED06 EAN: 8427542130804 Recommended retail price: €64.99
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